We present in this paper an unsupervised approach to recognize events, time and place expressions in Arabic texts. Arabic is a resource -scarce language and we don't easily have at hand annotated corpora, lexicons and other needed NLP tools. We show in this work that we can recognize events, time and place expressions in Arabic texts without using a POS annotated corpus and without lexicon. We use an unsupervised segmentation algorithm then a minimalist set of rules allows us to get a partial POS annotation of our corpus. This partially annotated corpus will serve as a basis for the recognition process which implements a set of rules using specific linguistic markers to recognize events, and expressions of time and place.
Introduction
The considerable development of information and communication technology has fundamentally changed the way we access knowledge. To deal with the huge volumes of information, constantly increasing, efficient and robust technologies are needed. In this context, named entities (persons, places, organizations, dates ...) are requested in order to categorize, index, summarize, this information.
A very useful resource for conducting research in the area of NLP is an annotated corpus which can be used as data in the development of algorithms and as data in the evaluation of those algorithms (Mazur, 2012) . However, natural languages are not all equal regarding the availability of such corpora. Arabic is among the resourcescarce languages and the Arabic NLP (ANLP) community still suffers from the lack of free available annotated corpora, electronic lexicons and other needed NLP tools. Moreover, there are no established (theoretical) linguistic studies to rely on, in the field of NER though there is recently an increasing interest from the ANLP community. We propose in this work a minimalist approach that allows recognition and annotation of key expressions in a raw corpus using only formal indices in the texts. This is not an exhaustive annotation of NEs but rather an empirical approach to provide a useful ANLP resource. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 is a survey of related work, section 3 describes our minimalist approach to event, time and place expressions recognition in Arabic texts, section 4 reports the results and evaluation of the approach and finally, we end with a conclusion and future work in section 5.
Related work
In the growing field of Information Extraction (IE), Named Entity Recognition (NER) refers to the recognition and categorization by types of person names, organizations, locations, numerals as well as time/dates. Nadeau and Sekine (2009) provide a pretty large survey of work on NER where we can find a large variety of NER tools for a few widely used languages. There are generally three main approaches to NER. Linguistic rule based, statistical based, and hybrid.
Rule-based methods are usually based on an existing lexicon of proper names and a local grammar that describes patterns to match NEs using internal evidence (gazetteers) and external evidence provided by the context in which the NEs appear (Zaghouani, 2012) . Statistical and machine learning approaches generally require a large amount of manually annotated training data. Hybrid methods are a combination of the statistical and the rule-based approaches. A remaining challenge in the field is how to develop such systems quickly with minimal costs. Unfortunately, the main efforts to build reliable NER systems for Arabic has been conducted in a commercial framework and the approach used as well as the accuracy of the performance are not known. Nevertheless, we can find recently interesting research works in this topic. Zaghouani (2012) surveys the most significant works in the field. Most of the reported work concerns recognition of proper names of persons and organizations. In (Traboulsi, 2006) , we find a rule-based named-entity recognition model using local grammar and dictionaries and which gives good results when tested in a small-scale experiment with a Reuter corpus. Shaalan and Raza (2009) presented an Arabic NER system based on a rule-based approach, a dictionary of names, a local grammar and a filtering mechanism that rejects the incorrect NEs. The system obtained an F-measure of 87.7% for persons, 85.9% for locations, 83.15% for organizations and 91.6% for dates. Zaghouani (2012) described a rule-based system for Arabic NER which adapts a multilingual NER system to Arabic. The system obtained an F-measure of 61.54% for persons and 52.23% for organizations.
On the machine learning side, Zitouni et al (2005) developed a system which allows recognition of nominals, pronominals, references to entities and named entities. They used a maximum entropy markov model and the evaluation of their system on the ACE data set gave an Fmeasure of 69%. Benajiba also has a continuing work in this approach: Benajiba et al (2008) proposed a system that combines Support Vector Machine and Conditional Random Fields approaches. The system also used lexical, morphological and syntactic features and a multi-classifier approach where each classifier was designed to tag a NE class. The system obtained an Fmeasure of 83.5%. In his thesis, Benajiba (2009) concluded that no single Machine Learning approach is better than another for the Arabic NER task and that the best results were obtained when he used a multi-classifier approach where each classifier used the best ML technique to specific NE class. In another experiment, Benajiba et al (2009) explored a combination of lexical, contextual and morphological features. The impact of the different features has been measured in isolation and combined and an F-measure of 82.71% was obtained.
Related to event extraction, Abuleil (2007) presented a work for event detection in Arabic texts that is based on collecting key-word events like in natural disasters, bombing, elections ... The system was able to identify 439 events out of 467 on the test corpus.
Saleh et al (2011) described a Machine Learning approach to automatic detection of temporal and numerical expressions in Arabic texts based on processing the dashtag-TMP used in the Arabic tree-bank. The system obtained an Fmeasure of 73.1% for temporal expressions and 94.4% for numerical expressions.
3 A minimalist approach to recognition of event, time and place expressions in Arabic texts
Arabic Language
Arabic is a Semitic language spoken by more than 330 million people as a native language, in an area extending from the Arabian/Persian Gulf in the East to the Atlantic Ocean in the West. Arabic is a highly structured and derivational language where morphology plays a very important role. Arabic NLP applications must deal with several complex problems pertinent to the nature and structure of the Arabic language. For instance, Arabic is written from right to left. Like Chinese, Japanese, and Korean there is no capitalization in Arabic. In addition, Arabic letters change shape according to their position in the word. Modern Standard Arabic (the modern version of classical Arabic) does not have orthographic representation of short letters which requires a high degree of homograph resolution and word sense disambiguation.
Detecting Key expressions in Arabic texts
In order to provide an Arabic resource that will be useful for our NLP applications such as text summarization and question-answering, we propose an approach which is minimalist in the sense that it allows annotation of key expressions in a raw corpus of Arabic texts without any exhaustive pre-processing like POS tagging and without using dictionaries. Figure1: structure of an event
The structure of event is relevant since at a conceptual point of view a structure of event engages participants such as actor, time and location. In this work, we adopt the conceptual event scheme as defined by Saval et al (2009) who built an ontology for natural disasters and which is shown in figure above.
We then, try to identify events, time and place expressions using surface indices from the texts. We don't deal with named entities of persons yet.
Segmentation and Partial POS tagging: As we have chosen to work by using only surface indices from the texts, we opted to adapt to our needs the algorithm described in (Aliane, 2011) which is an algorithm of segmentation based on Arabic linguistic theory. It is an unsupervised, knowledge-free discovery algorithm in the sense of (Bieman, 2006) . It allows the discovery of the morphemes and affixes of the corpus without using lexicons or predefined tables of affixes as schematized in figure 2:
Nevertheless, this algorithm doesn't give the categories of the segmented units. It aims to simulate the underlying distributional analysis of the Arabic linguistic theory in a larger work (Aliane, 2011) . The result of the segmentation process is [left affix +morpheme+ right affix] <Lexie> ; a lexie here, is a word between two pauses (a blank or a punctuation sign).
Then, our idea is that we can detect significant key expressions in the texts by adding to such segmented corpus some POS tagging by observing the texts in order to build a minimal set of rules depending on the form of the affixes. Arabic linguistic theory defines three part of speech which are: Noun (ism), Verb (fi'l) and Particle (harf) (Sibawayh, 77). Further sub-categorization can be found in (Ghoul, 2011) . However, we don't aim at an exhaustive tagging so we manually build using the right and left affixes obtained by the segmentation process and other surface indices, a set of rules to annotate verbs and nouns in the corpus. From the indication of the affixes we obtained four rules, one for Noun (ism) and three for verbs: past, present and future. Nouns are labeled as <LN> for nominal lexie and verbs are labeled as <LV> for verbal lexie. We don't use the tense indication in this paper but we've made it for later work.
Besides the rules induced from the affixes, we have also two contextual rules which are: R1/ if a lexie is preceded by ‫"سوف"‬ then annotate the lexie as verb at present time.
R2/ if a lexie is preceded by lexie 1 є L then annotate the lexie as noun. L= { ‫عن،‬ ‫من،‬ ‫في،‬ ‫إلى،‬ ‫سوى‬ ‫لوال،‬ ‫إال،‬ ‫،غير،‬ ‫لوال‬ ‫إال،‬ ‫غير،‬ ‫حاشا،‬ ‫عدا،‬ ‫.}على،‬ Verbal Event detection: We are interested in this work only in the annotation of verbal events. Arabic grammarians define a verb as a form denoting "a happening" ‫.)حدث(‬ This definition is sufficient to assume that any verb denotes à priori an event. Nevertheless, there are some lexies that have the form of verbs but that rather denotes modalities. The study of the classification and semantic of Arabic modalities is out of the scope of this work, thus, we apply a filtering rule to exclude the lexies which belong to the list of modalities and then every lexie annotated as verb in the partial POS tagging step described in the precedent sub-section will be annotated as a verbal event by adding the label <event>.
Temporal expressions detection: In this step, we identify non verbal linguistic units that convey temporal information by detecting temporal markers and then applying a contextual analysis right and left of the identified markers. This approach is inspired from (Vazov, 2001 ) and (Décles et al,1997) . The detection phase looks for a particular set of markers (regular expressions) encoding temporal information. These markers can be stand-alone or trigger markers. The stand-alone markers represent autonomous temporal expressions. The contextual analysis is launched if the system identifies a trigger marker. A trigger marker signals the presence of a larger temporal expression and triggers a rule for the limitation and annotation of this expression. The contextual analysis determines the boundaries of the temporal expression in the analyzed utterance. The trigger markers are of two kinds:
M1 contains the markers which are linguistic units always appearing in the most right position in the temporal expression and that trigger a contextual analysis from right to left like: ‫منذ‬ ‫حين،‬ (when, since).
M2 contains markers which can be involved in any position in the temporal expression and that trigger contextual analysis both from right to left and from left to right such as: ‫دقيقة،‬ ‫جانفي،‬ ‫يوم،‬ (day, January, minute, ).
Raw texts affixes discovery segmented texts
Morphemes discovery figure2: the segmentation algorithm
We have grouped the observed stand-alone markers in Arabic texts in the set £ shown in table1. example: ‫صباحا‬ ‫.جاء‬ (he came morning.) Table1: Stand-alone markers
The trigger markers are grouped in two sets M1 and M2 shown in Table2.
Table2: Trigger markers
Besides the markers in M1 and M2, we use some "heuristic" other markers which may determine the search space for the context analysis rules and they are the following sets:
D1 contains some adverbs that may precede a temporal expression as well as a location expression like: ‫بعد‬ ‫قبل،‬ (before, after) D2 contains words that we find near to temporal expressions like: ‫بداية،‬ ‫منتصف،‬ (middle, beggining) D3 contains words that denote numerals like: ‫ثمانية،‬ ‫سبعة،‬ Context analysis rules: We have two rules: Rule1 which is triggered by markers from M1. On encountering a marker from M1, a left context analysis is launched (from right to left) by adding all encountered lexies left to the marker until we find a punctuation sign or a lexie which is labeled <LV> (verbal lexie) or a lexie labeled <L> (this means it remains ambiguous from the partial POS tagging step) and that does not belong to £. example1: temporal expression detected by Rule1, a left context analysis is performed on encountering the trigger marker ‫.منذ‬ Rule2 is triggered on encountering a marker from M2, both left and right context of the marker are scanned. Analyzing the left context consists in building a larger temporal expression by adding all the lexies encountered until finding a punctuation sign or a lexie which is labeled <LV> (verbal lexie) or a lexie labeled <L> and that does not belong to £. The right context analysis adds all the lexies that are right to the marker if they belong to one of M1, M2, D1, D2, D3 and until encountering a lexie that doesn't belong to one of these sets.
Example2: temporal expression recognized when Rule2 is triggered by the marker ‫العام‬ (year) Example3:Rule2 is triggered on encountering the marker ‫يوم‬ (day).
Place expressions detection:
In order to detect location expressions, we also use surface markers from the texts. These markers are standalone markers or trigger markers. The trigger markers are lexies that always come in the most right position of the expression and trigger a con- Then, we have one contextual analysis rule which is Rule3 and which principle is: On encountering a marker m from M, a left contextual analysis is launched that builds a larger location expression by adding all the words encountered left to the marker until finding a punctuation sign or a lexie which is labeled <LV> (verbal lexie) or a lexie labeled <L> (this means it remains ambiguous from the partial POS tagging step) and that does not belong to £.or a particle (lexie which length is<3).
example4: place expression detected by rule3, the left context analysis here stops on encountering the two letter word ‫.ثم‬
The overall approach is resumed in figure3
Results and evaluation
We have tested our system on a corpus of 30 articles from the web, written in Modern standard Arabic. The texts are not vowelized. The corpus is annotated by the tags <event> for verbal events detected, <Timex> for time expressions and <Pl> for place expressions, example is given in appendix1. The system was able to recognize 168 verbal events out of 268 and shows an Fmeasure of 84% for temporal expressions and 45% for place expressions. These recognition rates are influenced by the ambiguities left from the partial POS tagging step which didn't detect all the verbs and the nouns of the corpus.
Appendix1 shows an example of annotated text after processing. 
Conclusion
We have shown in this work that we can perform annotation of key expressions in Arabic texts without any resources at hand. We have proposed a minimalist approach that uses only surface indices from the texts. We used those indices as markers to manually build a minimal set of general rules: two rules for time expressions recognition and one rule for location expression recognition.
This approach is independent from the nature of the texts. The results are encouraging and competitive with other works which use lexical resources or machine learning techniques. We aim to use these results to get further recognition and annotation by building contextual analysis rules where the time and location expressions already recognized help recognizing verbs and nouns that have not been annotated in the partial POS tagging step. This is possible by enlarging the conceptual schema of an event to involve the actor of the event. Hence, we can reiterate the whole annotation process to improve the scores. 
